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Abstract - Scientists are expected to fulfill the demand of food by the highly increasing population of the era. So, one method of improvement to increase the yield is including synthetic varieties in the agriculture sector. Synthetics and the specialized populations derived from them-known synthetic varieties which are considered completely equivalent to synthetic cultivars are common products of plant breeding activities in a wide array of cross-pollinated species. A synthetic variety is developed through intercrossing of several genotypes of known superior combining ability. In order to use the synthetic varieties in breeding methods there should be clear information on their selection method, development, application, source and created population from them. So this paper is reviewed the development and applications of synthetic varieties in crop improvements.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Synthetic varieties are open pollinated populations developed through random mating of selected genotypes (Lonnquist, 1961). Synthetic varieties were first suggested by Hayes and Garber (1919) and defined by Lonnquist (1961) as open pollinated varieties (OPVs) derived from the intercrossing of selfed plants or lines known to possess high general combining ability (GCA), and subsequently maintained by routine mass selection procedures from isolated plantings. Ultimately the commercial cultivars may be open-pollinated populations (synthetics or composites) and hybrids. The choice of cultivar depends upon resources, stage of breeding program, infrastructure and manpower for seed production and socioeconomic factors. Hybrid cultivars have the advantage of higher yield potential and uniformity. They are preferred over open-pollinated populations subject to higher level of heterosis. However, seed production of hybrids is costlier and a bit tedious and complicated (Dhillona and Prasanna, 2001).

Synthetics and the specialized populations derived from them-known as synthetic cultivars (also commonly referred to as synthetic varieties (Fehr, 1987) which are considered completely equivalent to synthetic cultivars here) are common products of plant breeding activities in a wide array of cross-pollinated species. Various definitions have been applied to these populations and some plant breeders have considered them to be equivalent, although this can lead to confusion. Following Lonnquist, (1961) a synthetic is an open-pollinated population maintained in isolated plantings that is derived from the random mating of selfed plants or lines or other genotypes (parents) produced from mass selection. As such, a synthetic is simply the bulked seed resulting from one or more cycles of population improvement that involve artificial selection.

Lonnquist (1949) defined a synthetic as an open – pollinated population formed by intercrossing of selfed plants or lines and subsequently maintained by mass selection. The term synthetic variety has come to be used to designate a variety that is maintained from open-pollinated seed following its synthesis by hybridization in all possible combinations among a number of selected genotypes which have been subjected to combining ability test. The components of a synthetic variety could be inbreds (usually) or mass selected populations in context of maize. The components are maintained so that the synthetic variety could be reconstituted as and when required (Mandal, 2014).

Developing synthetic varieties through the use of full-sib and half-sib families or clones as parents is a commonly used breeding method in alfalfa (Flajoulot et al., 2005). Synthetic varieties have become increasingly favoured in alfalfa and other forage crops, mainly because it is cheaper than the development and use of hybrid varieties. Developing synthetic varieties also helps to minimize productivity loss with advancing generations of seed increase (Katapa-Mupondwa et al., 2002).

A synthetic variety is developed through intercrossing of several genotypes of known superior combining ability. Genotypes selected for synthetic variety development are those that are known to give superior hybrid performance when crossed in all combinations. Thus, properly selected male and female parents from diverse origin that can increase the possibility of heterosis when crossed are essential to successfully develop synthetic varieties. Therefore, before selecting clones for developing synthetic varieties, breeders should test the clonal progenies from polycross in yield trials, as indicated in (Busbice et al., 1974; Rowe and Gurgis, 1982).

In maize first inbreds are developed. The inbreds to be used as component lines are selected on the basis of combining ability for which component inbreds are crossed in all possible combinations. The intercrossed seed is called as S0 seed. Equal quantity of seed from all crosses is mixed and the mixture is allowed open-pollination in isolation and the seed is harvested. The harvested seed represents S1 generation. In absence of reconstitution of a synthetic variety at regular intervals, the synthetic variety becomes an open-pollinated variety (Mandal, 2014).

The overall performance of the synthetics depend mainly on the number of parental components, their general combining ability, their specific combining ability and on the total amount of heterosis (Seif and Link, 2007). Synthetics can be used by either
farmers for commercial production or breeders as source populations from which to select new lines (Pandey et al, 1984). To utilize part of the heterosis in faba bean, synthetic cultivars were recommended for spring beans (Link et al., 1994) in Europe; the advantages of these cultivars are not only their partial use of heterosis, but also the possible increase in yield stability (Stelling et al., 1994).

To utilize and increase the involvements of synthetic varieties in crop improvements full information of this issue is very important. But still there is no organized information on the synthetic population, their source, selection methods, developments and their application in agriculture. So this review is objected on providing of detailed materials on the above mentioned issues.

II. SYNTHETIC POPULATIONS

Improved varieties are synthetic cultivars, usually obtained through three or four generations of open pollinated reproduction of polycross seeds of selected parents (Flajulot et al., 2005). This is a great way to create diverse landraces and open-pollinated lines. Synthetic populations do better than regular open-pollinated types but are not as high yielding as F1 varieties (Rowen and Bryan, 2011).

Synthetic populations and the composite crosses described below are generally ways to generate diversity from which you can select, either by bulking or recurrent mass selection. Synthetics may also be bred as a goal in itself and the first initial crosses grown together in a mixture that is remade each year (or after several years). To create a synthetic population:

1. Start with two or more variable landraces or heirloom varieties.
2. Make all possible hybrid combinations between all plants. For example, if you started with Brandywine and Green Zebra tomatoes, you would make a hybrid using Brandywine as the mother and Green Zebra as the father (pollen source) and vice versa.
3. Pool all of the seeds of the hybrids together and plant them out.
4. Allow these plants to naturally and randomly homogenize and mix.
5. Over the next three to five generations, select out the best plants. (Rowen and Bryan, 2011)

In obtaining synthetic varieties in mixed species, the reasoning is broader than in allogamous varieties. In the latter, the general and specific combination capacity matter. In mixed species, maintenance of a synthetic variety involves crosses and natural self-pollination. The ideal is thus to select superior inbred lines derived from parents that also have good combination capacity (Oliveira et al., 2012).

Synthetic variety breeding is most effective and intensive method to improve perennial forage crops like alfalfa through polycross. Classical breeding studies require long time to select individual clones for synthetic variety production (Moreno-Gonzales and Cubero 1994). Synthetic varieties are populations that are generally created by intermating a set of proven inbred lines.

Synthetics can achieve higher yield levels than older open-pollinated varieties that have received little systematic breeding for yield. They can also be propagated for many generations with little loss of yield. Several studies have shown that synthetics currently produce lower yields that are probably not acceptable to most farmers. The open-pollinated synthetic populations developed for breeding purposes generally produce lower yields, often one-third less than conventional hybrids. Some of these populations do have a high protein content in their grain (9-13%) relative to conventional hybrids (7-9%) so that protein and essential amino acid yields may be similar on a per acre basis. Such open-pollinated corn should have a higher feeding value and price as organic protein from other sources is expensive. (Hubbard et al., 2012)

A synthetic variety is developed by intercrossing a number of genotypes known for superior combining ability with high genetic distance. Therefore, synthetic variety is made up of genotypes previously tested for their ability to produce a superior progeny when crossed in all combinations in agreement with Ferreira et al. (1995) who emphasised that heterosis and the combining ability of parents depend directly on the genetic diversity between them and the chance of finding promising combinations is better when more divergent material is used.

Populations can be a result of crosses among a set of homozygous inbred lines (synthetic varieties), an open-pollinated variety, or a mixture of varieties and races (composites). General theories, however, make no distinction about the origin of the population unless it does not fill some of the basic requirements (Hallauer et al., 2010). Synthetic variety constitutes a poly morphical and stable population. Hence synthetic varieties are a high adaptation to environment variations. In other words synthetic varieties provide stable yield in the fluctuating environment (Phundan Singh, 2005).

Sowing seed of synthetic varieties is a common practice in forage species such as alfalfa (Medicago sativa L.) and orchgrass (Dactylis glomerata L.). Such varieties from selection and crossing of lines are phenotypically uniform but different genotypes. These lines to cross freely after year to produce seeds, heterozygous and heterogeneous populations originate. The use of artificial seed allows multiplication of outstanding genotypes and genetically uniform, since this method does not require that annually crosspollination is carried out to produce plants (McKersie and Brown, 1996). Having the advantage over other method of stable yield and less cost of production of new varieties synthetic population is very unique to be used by breeder in crop improvement.

III. SOURCES OF SYNTHETIC POPULATIONS

Synthetic variety is the same to hybrid once but development of synthetic varieties requires the development of inbred lines, their testing for general combining ability, making their all possible cross combinations, predicting the F2 performance constituting a number of experimental synthetics, testing their yield levels in yield trials over locations, and finally releasing those which excel the standard checks. In India, one of the experimental synthetic populations “Syn 65” has been released for cultivation in the name of cv. “Sangam.” In lotni brown sarson (B. campestris), Pusa Kalyani has been developed and released as cultivar from the IARI research station Kanpur (UP) utilizing this breeding approach (RAI et al., 2007).
Examining the relationships among progeny tests (correlations, heritability, components of additive and genetic variances) is of great importance in determining which of the tests is the most suitable (effective) for the purposes of breeding and developing synthetic varieties (Milic et al., 2010).

Maize (Zea mays L.) synthetic populations are low-cost and stable varieties, obtained by cross pollination of a group of inbred lines. They are a viable alternative for situations where the use of hybrid seed and related inputs are too expensive. Although synthetic populations are generally less productive than heterotic hybrids, their main advantage is that the heterosis does not diminish significantly in F2 (Bernardo, 2002). Besides the inbred lines, maize synthetics can be obtained from hybrids or local populations. Obtaining maize synthetics from local populations aims at enriching the gene pool with a large number of valuable genes derived from local population characteristic to some agricultural areas (Coe et al., 1988).

These positive aspects come to support the approach promoted by CIMMYT (1999) in order to obtain highly productive synthetic populations of maize, which is of great importance mainly in places where the use of hybrid seed is too expensive (especially in developing countries). From that year on, synthetic maize populations have acquired a special importance as objectives of research in the field.

Breeders want to improve synthetic populations of maize for using them in obtaining superior inbred lines necessary for hybridization programmers. The value of any maize population depends on its potential per se and on its combining ability in crossings (Lamkey and Edwards, 1999). The per se value of synthetic populations of maize has been studied for many traits: productivity, earliness, resistance to falling (Gulea, 2011; Has, 2000), resistance to Sesamia nonagrioides Lef. and Ostrinia nubilalis (Velasco et al., 1999).

Knowledge about genetic variability in species is important for optimal use of genetic resources in plant breeding programs. The use of molecular markers especially AFLP (Amplified fragment length polymorphism) markers help to select genetic dissimilarity potential parents for production of synthetics (Kidwell et al., 1994). Whatever the type of material will be used in the development of synthetic population its combining ability is the crucial point to be considered.

IV. DEVELOPMENT OF SYNTHETIC VARIETIES

The first objective in the development of synthetic varieties is to increase the gene frequency for specific attributes (Hallauer and Eberhart, 1966). The basic concept in the development of synthetic varieties is exploitation of heterosis or hybrid vigor, such as varieties are constituted from general combining ability inbreds. However, heterosis is partially utilized by synthetic varieties because some level of inbreeding takes place to open pollination in later generations. Synthetic exploit more of additive gene action whereas hybrid exploit more non additive (over dominance and epistatic) gene action (Mohammed, 2013).

A synthetic variety is a variety produced by crossing in all combinations a number of inbred lines (with high GCA that combine well with each other) and a synthetic variety is maintained by open pollination in isolation. In maize, development of synthetics includes:

- Evaluation of lines on the basis of general combining ability.
- These selected lines are intercrossed in all possible combinations.
- Equal amount of seed from these crosses is composited to constitute a synthetic (Singh and Kota, 2007).

A synthetic variety is developed by intercrossing a number of genotypes known for superior combining ability with high genetic distance. Therefore, synthetic variety is made up of genotypes previously tested for their ability to produce a superior progeny when crossed in all combinations (Gülbitti-onarici et al., 2009). Though the end goal of development of synthetic varieties is a plant with a general combining ability, following of some stages and having full knowledge of all this becomes valuable issue. So breeders should ready before starting of the method of improvement.

V. SELECTION METHODS FOR SYNTHETIC VARIETY

After the development of the synthetic population different methods employed to select the best performing individuals. Mass selection and phenotypic selection are the selection methods for synthetic variety development. Molecular markers have been widely used for genetic diversity studies and marker assisted selection for synthetic variety development (Maureira and Osborn, 2005).

Selecting inbred lines based on their GCA in defined crosses is used to develop synthetics and improve yield when selection is directly on yield (a trait of very low heritability) has a limited effect. This suggests that while the inheritance of combining ability is a quantitative trait governed by many genes, each has a larger individual effect than would genes that contribute directly to yield. Lines with high GCA presumably have a larger proportion of favorable yield genes which differ from other lines measured with respect to their specific favorable gene complex (Lonnquist, 1951).

Measurements of GCA can be obtained from multiple top crosses made between a line and various elite inbreds, and these crosses are phenotyped for yield in multiple locations and years. Although specific combining ability (SCA) is more important from the standpoint of obtaining maximum yields in hybrid crosses, GCA is highly important in developing high yielding synthetics. Line performance in top crosses has been shown to be relatively constant after the S1 generation (Jenkins, 1935; Sprague, 1946) and consequently little or nothing would be gained by additional selfing where the production of synthetic varieties is the goal (Lonnquist, 1949).

Open pollinated varieties developed by modern plant breeding were historically used as commercial cultivars by farmers, and replaced the older landraces that had been selected directly by the farmers. Later, the best OPVs were selected as source populations for further plant improvement and development of synthetics and modern hybrids. In the 1920s, nearly one thousand cultivars available in the United States Corn Belt were selfed in an attempt to develop useful inbred lines (Troyer, 1999). These were often intercrossed to create synthetics. One of the most popular, Iowa Stiff Stalk Synthetic (BSSS), was developed by GF...
Sprague in the early 1930’s by intermating 16 inbreds (Hallauer and Miranda, 1988), and is considered an excellent source population for the selection of inbred lines with high combining ability with other elite inbred lines.

THAD (1966) reported that the rate of change in inbreeding in synthetic varieties per generation, is always greater than 1/2, for diploid, equilibrium is reached in one step past SYN 1, i.e., in the SYN 2, involved from 2 to 64 parents. In order to evaluate a synthetic variety we need to predict the yield performance of SYN 2.

Practicing prior recurrent selection in the population should increase the occurrence of more homozygous mother plants with good performance in crosses and negligible inbreeding depression. This should be possible from the wide genetic variation detected. Such a fact will favor obtaining superior synthetic varieties (Oliveira et al., 2012). The amount of seeds of a synthetic cultivar is multiplied by successive generations of random mating without selection; these generations are called Syn-2, Syn-3, and so on (Busbice, 1969).

VI. APPLICATIONS OF SYNTHETIC VARIETIES

Breeding through synthetic variety is most effective and intensive method to improve perennial forage crops like alfalfa through polycross. Classical breeding studies require long time to select individual clones for synthetic variety production (Moreno-Gonzales and Cubero, 1994). The use of molecular markers especially AFLP (Amplified fragment length polymorphism) markers help to select genetic dissimilarity potential parents for production of synthetics (Kidwell et al. 1994).

The prime synthetics have confirmed to be a precious resource of genetic variability for disease resistance. Synthetic wheat also showed resistance to leaf blotch, glume blotch, crown rot, yellow leaf spot, leaf blight, powdery mildew, karnal bunt (Van Ginkel and Ogbonnaya, 2007). The vast majority of fruit species are propagated by vegetative means because of the presence of self-incompatibility and breeding cycles very long. The use of synthetic seed facilitates its spread. However, the most useful artificial seed would be in the conservation of germplasm of these species (Towell, 1988). In countries with large varied conditions like Ethiopia synthetic varieties can play a greater role to overcome the influence global warming by increasing the genetic diversity of the crop. In addition to this it can also stabilize the production and productivity as it can resist many diseases and insects.

VII. SYNTHETIC GENOMICS

Synthetic genomics has been defined as “the engineering of biological components and systems that do not exist in nature and the re-engineering of existing biological elements; it is determined on the intentional design of artificial biological systems, rather than on the understanding of natural biology” (Synbiology, 2006). Synthetic biology aims to design and model novel biomolecular components, networks and pathways. These are then applied to rewire and reprogram organisms to provide solutions for various challenges (Khalil and Collins, 2010).

One of the goals of synthetic genomics is the preparation of viable minimal genomes which will function as platforms for the biochemical production of chemicals with economic relevance. The production of biofuels, pharmaceuticals and the bioremediation of environmental pollution are expected to constitute the first commercial applications of this new technique. Synthetic biology has enabled the construction of a gene that encodes the same amino acid sequence as the plant enzyme but that is optimized for expression in the engineered microorganism of choice. This method has provided massively parallel throughput which has made it possible to identify and track genetic variation among the various strains, providing insights into why some strains are better than others (BIO, 2013). As the world is shifting toward this science, developing countries should relate themselves for better competence in crop improvement and feed their people who are in hunger of food and nutrition.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this century scientist are challenged in fulfilling the demand of the population with rapid increment. In addition the global warming is also increasing from day to day which leads like ELINO. In a consequence of this many farmers are suffering at this time in Africa. Synthetic varieties may take the vital role for doing so. As different varieties use this method of improvement for diseases resistance, as a method of multiplication and for conserving in germplasm for a long period of time it will be a suited choice of breeding for the future.
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